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Notes from 
the Director 
Thii issue of OkChE magazine fo- 

cuses on research activities within our 
school. It serves the dual purpose of in- 
forming prospective graduate students of 
our research activities and of reporting 
to our alumni and friends the current 
status of those activities. 

This past year the university initiated 
a process of program review in which 
each academic program will undergo an 
internal review every five years. CEMS 
was selected as one of nine programs to 
be examined in the first year. The self- 
analysis involved in the review enabled 
us to take stock of where we stand 
within the university and among chemi- 
cal engineering programs nationally. 

Some interesting indices that we 
found included the fact that our under- 
graduate students, on average, are 
among the best in the university, Aver- 
age ACT scores for entering freshmen 
in the fall 1986 were 26.5 in ChE, 24.0 
for the College of Engineering and 21.1 
for the university, 

Over the last three years CEMS fac- 
ulty have brought in more than $2.2 
million externally for research. In 
1986-87 alone, the school received 
over $1 million in new contracts and 
grants. Research contract and grant ex- 
penditures per faculty member were 
over $65,000, making our externally 
sponsored research budget greater than 
our university budget for the third year 
in a row. 

Peer-reviewed technical publications 
by the faculty have increased sub- 
stantially in recent years, approaching 
four per kulry member. This research 
and publication activity places us 
among the top-ranked chemical engi- 
neering programs in the nation. 

The program review was just the first 
step in a process of strategic planning 
that was initiaid this fall. The plan- 
ning process, called "Strategy for Ex- 
cellence," is designed to replace the 
usual across-the-board incrementalism 
with a resources allocation and budget- 
ing process that tracks institutional 
goals for excellence. We have every 
re-n to believe that the School of 
Chemical Engineering and Materials 
Science will be one of the units tar- 
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In attendance at the Sept. 11 UkCU hard of Uirectors meeting were (left to right): Ed 
Lindenberg, past chairman; F. Mark Townsend; Bob Purgam, chairman; M.F. 'Wirg" Wirges; 
Ray Daniels; David Kum; Tom Sciance, vice-chairman; Gary Kilpabick, secretaty/treasurer; 
Mary Anderson; Verne GriEth, Jr.; and K. C. Purgason. (Not p i c d  are Edward D. Holstein, 
Garmon 0. Kimmell, Don W. Green and Charles R. Perry.) 

geted for additional resources in the 
process. 
Thii new approach to budgeting 

within the university comes at an ap- 
propriate time, since our state+:egents 
are moving away from formula funding 
for higher education and propose to 
adopt program funding based on in- 
stitutional mission and comparative 
program costs for qualitative competi- 
tiveness. Perhaps now, OU will be 
budgeted as a comprehensive uniersity 
should be funded. 

I am pleased to announce that we 
have hired Lance L. Lobban to fill one 
of our vacant faculty positions. Lance 
just completed doctoral work at the 
University of Houston. He earned his 
undergraduate degree in chemical engi- 
neering at the University of Kansas, 
and we welcome him. 

With Rex Ellington's retirement thii 
past spring, the employment of Lanee 
brings our faculty strength back up to 
11, still two short of our budgeted posi- 
tions. Rex, though technically retired, 
is teaching part time for us this fall 
semester. We have received permission 
tb recruit to fill one of the remaining 
faculty vacancies, and we are initiating 
the recruiting process now, with the ex- 
pectation of filling the position by 
August 1988. 

Our OkChE Board of Directors met 
here on Sept. 11. In this meeting, .- 

OkChE board members and CEMS fac- 
ulty developed plans for a project for 
OkChE alumni and friends' participa- 
tion in the celebration of OU's Centen- 
nial. Details of this project, to be con- 
ducted in concert with the Centennial 
campaign, will be sent to you within 
the next few weeks. 

During the meeting, we took, the o p  
portunity to obtain a photograph of the 
group at that time. See how many of 
your friends you can recognize in the 
accompanying photograph without read- 
ing the caption. 

Raymond D. Daniels 
Professor and Director 

OkChE Contribugions 
Alumni Gonnibutions $ 7,870.00 
President's Partners 2,275.00 
Associates Program 7S26.04 
Graduate Program 230.00 
Company Matching 23,624.10 

$ 41,525.14 

OkChE Expenditures 
Magazines $ 6,716.42 
Scholarships 10,929.46 
Student Activities 1,690.70 
Board Meeting Expenses 549.00 
FacuIty Presentations 90.00 

$ 19,975.78 - 



OU Centennial ( 
The University of Oklahoma Centen- 

nial Commission has announced a $100 
million Centennial campaign to be con- 
ducted in association with plans for the 
observance of OU's 100th anniversary. 
The campaign focuses on several goals 
to bring additional quality to OU aca- 
demic programs and facilities. OU 
already has raised $1 1.5 million toward 
this goal. 

The university hopes to endow 40 
positions on the Norman campus and 
12 more at the Health Sciences Center 
to enable OU to attract outstanding 
teachers, scholars and researchers. 

The endowed chair is a teaching po- 
sition funded by an endowment, which 
enables the principal sum invested to 
remain intact while the interest it earns 
is expended to pay the full salary of the 
professor holding the position. Interest 
over and above salary costs can be used 
for clerical assistance, research programs 
and graduate support scholarships. 

Named professorships can fund sub- 
stantial portions of positions and can 
evolve into chaired professorships if 
principal investments increase at a later 
time. 

Endowments for lectureships will pro- 
vide honorariums for noted authorities 
and artists to visit the campus for brief 
periods of time. 

Each endowed chair requires a prin- 
cipal of $750,000 to generate the neces- 
sary interest income, while named pro- 
fessorships can be established for 
$300,000. Lecturehisiting artist endow- 
ments require $50,000. 

To attract the nation's best scholars, 
the university plans to establish an 
endowment for undergraduate, graduate 
and post-doctoral scholarships, with an 
emphasis on graduate support, to be 
awarded to students in all colleges on 
the Norman campus and at the Health 
Sciences Center. 

Campaign goals include an endow- 
ment to establish an Honors College to 
provide integrated and coordinated pro- 
grams geared to create a more challeng- 
ing educational process for gifted stu- 
rlentr 

ommission Announces Campaign 
lections of Bizzell Library and for preser- 
vation of present resources and materi- 
als. which deteriorate after 30 to 40 

Funds would also provide an inte- 
grated computer system to make re- 
sources more accessible to faculty and 
students. 

Another provider of OU literary re- 
sources, the University of Oklahoma 
Press, has applied for and received a 
grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities in the amount' of 
$150,000. The universitv must match 
this challenge grant on a three-to-one 
basis for a total of $450,000 in private 
funds. 

Centennial campaign funds would en- 
dow the Museum of Art to enable it to 
be com~etitive on the national scene in 
securing major exhibitions and increase 
the research potential of the permanent 
collection through significant acquisi- 
tions. 

The purpose of an endowment to be 
called the Second-Century Fund is to 
urovide flexible funds, one of the most 
critical needs at OU, 'to enable the uni- 
versity to provide seed money for new 
ventures, to take advantage of un- 
expected opportunities or to meet 
unanticipated but critical needs. 

. . To enhance OU's literary resources, a I 
~ ~ . 

Campaign projects include comple- 
tion of the Energy Center and the Stan- 
ley B. Catlett Sr. Music Center; expan- 
sion of the Huston Huffman Physical 
Fitness Center; and renovation of the 
Bizzell Library Reading Room for use for 
seminars, conferences, receptions and 
other important university events. Pro- 
posed new canstruction includes a facil- 
ity to house and protect OU's valuable 
Western History Collections and the 
Oklahonia Museum of Natural History, 
a research tower at the Health Sciences 
Center and a child-care facility. 

Other areas within the university 
where urivate contributions can have an 
important impact have been designated 
as targets of opportunity, providing a 
framework for donors who may wish to 
assist a particular college, department or 
program. Such target areas include 
funding construction of an addition to 
Copeland Hall to allow space for in- 
creased enrollment and to add state-of- 
art equipment; funding for the Com- 
mittee for Biotechnology, which coor- 
dinates research efforts in molecular bi- 
ology, to make possible collective efforts 
and major seminars; funding for in- 
ternational prizes in fine arts and sci- 
ence and technology; an addition to 

continued 

library acquisition endowment is being 
for purchase of books 

and periodicals to sustain growth of col- 

Planning the celebration of the University of Oklahoma's 100th anniversary in 1990 are 
members of the Centennial Commission, which is comprised of alumni fiom throughout 
Oklahoma and states, 



OU Vice President David A. Burr Dies 
Sarke ys Foundation Endows 
Chair in His Honor 

Longtime OU administrator David A. 
Burr died Aug. 6 in Norman Regional 
Hospital at the age of 62. Burr, who 
came to OU in 1948, was vice presi- 
dent for university affairs when he died. 

In honor of the late OU vice presi- 
dent, the Sarkeys Foundation of Nor- 
man has donated $750,000 to endow 
the David A. Burr Chair in Letters at 
OU as part of the Centennial cam- 
paign, President Frank Horton an- 
nounced Oct. 24 at the meeting of 
OU's Centennial Commission. 

"Nothing brings increased quality to 
our educational programs as quickly as 
the endowed chair," Horton said, not- 
ing that the chair will honor Burr's 
achievements and add to the excellence 
he sought for OU's academic programs. 
"It is most appropriate that this gift will 
benefit students-the young people who 

David A. Burr 

so often sought David's advice and - 
counsel-and that, by promoting an in- 
terdiciplinary concept, it will mirror his 
abilitv to bring to each task a univer- - 
sitywide perspective," Horton said. 

Burr served as a senior administrator 
under five OU presidents and three in- 

I New Professorship Endowed in Engineering 
A $300,000 gift from OU chemical - I engineering alumnus Robert W. Hughes 

Centennial conrinuw' 

Adams Hall for graduate business pro- 
grams; renovation of Could Hall for the 
College of Architecture; and funding for 
a family practice center at the Health 
Sciences Center. 

Contributions to the Centennial 
campaign fund may be sent to Universi- 
ty Affairs, 900 Asp Avenue, Suite 236, 
The University of Oklahoma, Norman, 
Oklahoma 73019. Checks should be 
made payable to "The University of 
Oklahoma Foundation, Inc. " In addi- 
tion to cash contributions, gifts of secu- 
rities, tangible personal property, real 
estate, life insurance, life income plans 
and bequests in wills can be made. Uni- 
versity Affairs and University Founda- 
tion staffs can assist donors with appro- 
priate arrangements for any type of gift 
they may wish to make. 

terim presidents. In 1968, he was 
appointed vice president. He was OU's 
chief fund-raiser after that time, during 
which OU received $200 million in pri- 
vate gifts. 

At the time of his death, Burr had 
been directing OU's $100 million 
Centennial campaign, which was an- 
nounced last fall. 

"The University of Oklahoma facul- 
ty, staff, students, alumni and friends 
lost a-dear friend,'' Horton said. "David 
Burr loved and dedicated his life to the 
university, and we will all miss him a 
great deal. 

"During his almost 40 years of loyal 
service to OU, David greatly influenced 
the direction of nearly every area of the 
university," Horton said. "His success as 
a fund-raiser enriched the university's 
academic programs, provided key schol- 
arship support for thousands of students, 
and enhanced the physical growth of 
our campuses." 

of Austin, Texas, will endow a pro-- 
fessorship in the OU College of Engi- 
neering. 

In making the gift to OU, he said, "I 
feel indebted to the university for what 
it taught me years ago as a student, and 
I hope this professorship will enable the 
College of Engineering to move forward 
with the plans it has for the future." 
Hughes said he hoped his contribution 
would help show that some of "the 
school's alumni who were fortunate to 
succeed financially are willing to invest 
some of it back into the school." 

"Nothing brings increased quality to 
the classroom and to the university's re- 
search programs as quickly as an en- 
dowed position, " OU President Frank 
E. Horton said when he announced the 
gift. "Students in OU's College of Engi- 
neering will benefit from this gift for 
years to come." 

Hughes, a native of Ponca City, 
earned his bachelor's degree in chemical 
engineering in 1958. He played varsity 
baseball at OU and was a letterman for 
three years and was a member of Phi 
Gamma Delta fraternity. After he 

I graduated from OU, Hughes earned a 
master's degree from the Harvard 
Graduate Cchool of Business Adminis- 
tration in 1962. 

Hughes renewed ties with OU recent- 
ly by joining the OU Associates pro- 
gram. Last spring, he became a member 
of the College of Engineering Board of 
Visitors and learned of the college's 
plans to strengthen its programs and 
build on its areas of quality. 

"In the short range, the Hughes 
Professorship will help a new dean in 
attracting outstanding new faculty to 
the college,'' said Tom Love (then in- 
terim dean of the college prior to Billy 
Crynes' appointment). "In the long 
term, this and other professorships will 
be extremely important in attracting 
and keeping outstanding faculty to 
teach in the college. It is increasingly 
apparent that we will have to depend 
more on private support to develop ex- 
cellence in the College of Engineering, 
which must compete with industry for 
the best engineers. This gift from 
Robert Hughes is a tremendous start for 
OU's Centennial goal of endowing 
more than 50 chairs and professorships 
throughout the university." 



New Energy Cent 
While the second half of the massive 

lab base of the OU Energy Center 
rapidly nears completion, another major 
step has been taken in its development 
into a world-class teaching and research 
institution with the appointment of 
Barnet Groten-a man of considerable 
experience in the technological and 
financial sides of the oil and natural gas 
industries-to the position of executive 
director for the center. 

"Dr. Groten knows the energy field 
from chemistry to public policy, 
nationally and internationally," OU 
President Frank Horton said. "He has 
the capability and determination to lead 
the OU Energy Center to the national 
position that its founders and our facul- 
ty aspire. " 

Groten is charged with the responsi- 
bility for developing interdisciplinary re- 
search in energy areas, operation of the 
center and public relations for Energy 
Center activities. 

Groten comes to OU from Houston- 
based Texas Eastern Corp, where he 
had been director of research and busi- 
ness development for the firm since 
1977, as well as vice-president for Texas 
Eastern Developments, Texas Eastern 
Synfuels and Drilling Developments. 

"The Energy Center was a terrific 
concept when it was started during the 
height of the boom," Groten said. "It's 
even more important now when energy 
is down, because the way we're going to 
get ourselves out of the depressed ener- 
gy situation is by being smarter. We 
have t% add innovative approaches to 
the way we've done things historically." 

The new director said the aim of the 
center is to merge disciplines to come 
up with new solutions to problems in 
the energy industry. He believes the re- 
search conducted there will be the most 
comprehensive of any university re- 
search in the country. 

"The lines between the classic disci- 
plines are blurring or disappearing 
altogether. The real frontier will be at w 

the juncture of two or more disci- 
plines," Groten said, reflecting an ap- 
proach that has drawn support from cor- 
porations throughout the growth of the 
center. 

John West, executive manager of the 
Phillips Petroleum Foundation, which 
has given $500,000 to the center since 

-r b Director Appointed 
1983, has called the center "a major re- 
source for the state." West said that "by 
helping the school, we're planning for 
the future." 

Groten said he thinks the center's re- 
search can directly benefit energy com- 
panies and would like to develop a close 
relationship with industry. 

"One of our objectives is to be a 
place where industry would let us know 
what their ~roblems are-and we would 
let them know what the potedtial is for 
solving those problems," he said. "The 
research picture is changing. Historical- 
lv, fundamental research has been done 
by universities, and applied research has 
been done by industry. 

"But the amount of research being 
done by the industrial sector is decreas- 
ing. Research is getting so diverse and 
so ex~ensive. The universities should 
pick up some of that," he said. 

"I'd like to see our students come out 
of here with a global view of energy 
matters," Groten said. ''They need to 
understand the interaction between 
politics, economics and technology. 
Thev need to know their fundamentals 
well'and have an open-minded, creative 
approach to problems," he said. 

At Texas Eastern. Groten was re- 
sponsible for the company's develop- 
ment of energy-related technology 

Bamet Groten 

through corporate research; administer- 
ing the annual development budget; 
and representing the company In In- 
ternational, federal and local technolo- 
gy affairs. 

Groten developed the company's syn- 
fuels policy and negotiated contracts for 
participation in the multibillion dollar 
Paraho oil shale and tri-state coal 
gasification projects. 

Before joining Texas Eastern, Groten 
was at Exxon Chemical Co. U.S. A., 
serving as senior adviser to the specialty 
chemicals division. He also worked with 
the chemicals technology division and 
Essochem Europe in Brussels, Belgium. 

1 he masswe lab base ot the UU bnergy Center 1s rapidly neanng completion. 1 he new 
I section is scheduled to open in June 1988. The huge skylight is one of  two that will flank 

the tower, allowing natural light into interior spaces such as the vast Energy Center library , now taking shape around a huge central stairwell featuring ornamental brickwork. 



Billy Crynes Named New Engineering Dean 

assumed the positionwon June 1. 
Crynes fills the post vacated in April 

1986 when Martin C. Jischke left OU 
to become chancellor of the University 
of Missouri at Rolla. Professor Tom 
Love of the School of Aerospace, 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
had served the college as interim dean 
while the nationwide search for a new 
dean was conducted. 

Crynes comes to OU from Oklahoma 
State University, where he was head of 
the School of Chemical Engineering in 
the College of Engineering, Architec- 

Billy L. Crynes, a chemical engineer 
noted for his coal research and for ex- 
cellence in teaching, was appointed 
dean of the College of Engineering by 
the OU Board of Regents in March and 

ture and ~ e c h n o l i ~ ~ .  ~ G l e  at OSU, 
he was honored four times as outstand- 
ing teacher in the School of Chemical 
Engineering. 

Even before he arrived on the OU 
campus, Crynes began regular commutes 
from Stillwater to Norman to educate 
himself about the college's students, fac- 
ulty, staff, programs and resources, and 
about the university, to prepare himself 
for his high-priority task of training the 
engineers of tomorrow through quality, 
accredited programs. 

As dean, Crynes will oversee a 
college with 2,000-plus students, six 
schools, a department of engineering 
and a program in engineering physics. 

"Ultimately, the college can be only 
as good as the students we recruit, the 
faalty we employ and the staff we 
hire," Crynes said. 

The College of Engineering has been 
successful recruiting OU's best students. 

I 
! 
i 

I 1 
Billy L. Crynes 

Half of the National Merit Scholars 
attending OU have chosen engineering 
majors. 

"The faculty at OU's College of Engi- 
neering is doing superb research, which 
I will encourage them to continue to - 
develop," Crynes said, noting the toll 
the state's economy has taken on facul- 
ty, decreasing their numbers from about 
110 to about 90 during the past few 
vears. 

"We can't continue to ask facultv to 
increase their research duties, provide 
all the governance necessary and take 
care of all aspects of student nurturing 
without providing them with in- 
centives," he said. A team player, the 
49-year-old dean has called upon faculty 
to help him redefine goals for the col- 
lege. 

Exxon Grant Facilitates Computer System Selection 
The Exxon Education Foundation has 

granted $472,000 to the OU College of 
Engineering for selection and imple- 
mentation of a digital data acquisition 
and processing system for the college's 
teaching laboratories. 

The gift will be presented to the col- 
lege over the next four years in equal 

installments to be used to support a 
committee of six faculty members, one 
from each school in engineering. The 
money will reimburse the college for a 
portion of those faculty members' time, 
allowing them to reduce their teaching 
loads and spend part of their time de- 
veloping the system. 

The new dean also brings a familiar- 
ity with Oklahoma businesses and in- 
dustries and is committed to nurturing 
those relationships. "They need us and 
we need them; they hire our product," 
he said. "Three-fourths of all our gradu- 
ates will be hired by industry, which 
also provides summer jobs and part-time 
consulting for our faculty. " 

Crynes earned his bachelor's and 
master's degrees from Rose-Hulman in 
Terre Haute, Ind., where he taught on 
the chemical engineering faculty in 
1977-78, and earned his Doctor of 
Philosophy degree from Purdue. He 
joined the OSU faculty in 1967 as an 
assistant professor, was promoted to as- 
sociate professor in 1969, and was 
named a full professor in 1974. He be- 
came head of the OSU School of 
Chemical Engineering in 1978. 

Cymes has worked as a development 
engineer for E.I. duPont de Nemours 
Inc. and as a research engineer for 
Standard Oil and Nalco Chemical Co. 
In addition, he has served as a consul- 
tant to Oak Ridge National Laborato- 
ries, Kerr-McGee, Dow Chemical, Nal- 
co Chemical and Global Engineering, 
among others. 

His research interests are related to 
coal, an area in which he has published 
widely. Crynes is the recipient of some 
20 grants for coal research. 

He is active in numerous professional 
organizations, including the Oklahoma 
Society of Professional Engineers, which 
named him its Young Engineer of the 
Year in 1972. He recently served as 
chairman of the Industrial and Engi- 
neering Chemistry Division of the 
American Chemical Society. 

The savings to the college will also 
allow the hiring of graduate students to 
assist in the development of the com- 
puter system. With the introduction of 
the new system, students in the College 
of Engineering will be able to shed the 
clipboards and handheld measuring de- 
vices traditionally used in laboratory 
exercises. 



OU CEMS Research Update 
The United States economy, the 

world economy and the chemical engi- 
neering profession change continually. 
For that very reason, the research activ- 
ities in the University of Oklahoma 
School of Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science also change con- 
tinually. 

This issue of OkChE u~dates our ma- 
jor current research thrusts. If you have 
known the department for a long time, 
you will recognize areas of traditional 
strength, such as statistical thermo- - 
dynamics and energy research, where 
activity remains strong. 

But you will also find new areas, such 
as ceramics, surfactants, separations, 
polymers and biomedical research, 
where there are new em~hases. We 
hope you will find the overview in- 
teresting. We are excited about the sig- 
nificant advances in many critical areas 
of science and technology being made 
by CEMS faculty and graduate students. 

Why do a department's research 
emphases vary over time? For one rea- 
son, the faculty keeps changing. Some 
faculty move on to new opportunities, 
taking their expertise in an area with 
them. New faculty come, with new 
areas of interest. 

Then again, the perceptions of gov- 
ernment and industry about areas of 
most pressing need also keep changing, 
and this produces fluctuations in the 
areas of research for which funding is 
available. 

The challenge for faculty and stu- 
dents is to respond to the perceived 
needs of the consumer of our research 
while maintaining an academic atmo- 
sphere in which high standards of schol- 
arship are upheld. We think CEMS is 
up to that challenge. We also invite 
you to judge this for yourselves as you 
read the following notes about our re- 
search program. 

By the way, we have inserted a few 
selected literature references following 
each section to give you still more of a 
feel for the nature of the work de- 
scribed. 

APPLIED SURFACTANT 
RESEARCH 

Three faculty in chemical engineer- 
ing, John Scamehorn, Edgar O'Rear 

In the course of development o f  optimum surfactant mixtures, Proi John Scamehorn 
examines precipitate in one of many test mixtures. Increased understanding of  the dynamics 
of surfactant mixtures will result in more durable surfactant solutions and more efficient 
detergency. 

and Jeffrey Hanvell, have recently 
joined with two faculty in chemistry, 
Sherril Christian and B. M. Fung, to 
formalize ongoing collaborations in sur- 
factanyscience and technology. This 
effort culminated in the creation of the 
Institute for Applied Surfactant Re- 
search (IASR) last year. 

This October, some 50 representa- 
tives from 35 companies attended an 
organizational meeting of the institute, 
where they were challenged to help pro- 
vide direction and a base of funding for 
the institute's research activities. 

Surfactants are molecules containing 
both water soluble and water insoluble 
parts. This dual nature gives them many 
unique properties. Here is a sample of 
some of areas in which IASR is seeking 
to exploit these properties. 

ample where delicate biochemicals must 
be recovered from a fermentation broth. 
Surfactant-based separations generally 
have low energy requirements. Sur- 
factants are also relatively innocuous 
environmentally, so that their use in 
separations can avoid serious environ- 
mental problems associated with other 
methods. Wastewater clean-up is a 
prime target for the novel surfactant- 
based separations. 

Surfactant-Based Separation Processes, J .  F. 
Scamehom and J .  H. Hanvell (Editors), Marcel 
Dekker, Surfactant Science Series, In Press. 

Micellar-Enhanced Ultrafiltration 

Micellar-enhanced ultrafiltration 
(MEUFT" ) is a novel method to re- 
move dissolved organics or metals from 

Surfactant-Based Separation I water. Surfactant is added to the water - and forms aggregates called micelles 
Y ~ O C ~ S S ~ S  I containing about 100 molecules. Dis- 

tial uses in biotechnology, as for ex- 

Separation techniques based on the 
use of surfactants have several impor- 
tant advantages over traditional meth- 
ods. Surfactants are relatively mild 
chemicals, and they have many poten- 

solved organic solutes solubilize in the 
interior of the micelles; dissolved metal 
cations (e.g., copper) bind or adsorb on 
the surface of the oppositely charged 
micelle. In this way, the vast majority 



of the dissolved organic and metal spe- 
cies become associated with these 
micelles. The solution is then passed 
through an ultrafiltration filter with 
pore sizes small enough to block the 
micelles. The resulting permeate passing 
through the membrane is very pure, 
while the solution rejected by the mem- 
brane (the retentate) contains the or- 
ganics and metals in high concentration 
for easier disposal or recovery of these 
constituents. 

The ability to remove organics and 
metals simultaneously from wastewater 
is a particularly valuable aspect of this 
method. It may be economical to treat 
water containing valuable organics or 
metals to recover these solutes. Ex- 
amples are water from gold mine tail- 
ings or valuable biochemicals produced 
by genetically modified microorganisms. 

'MEUFN is a trademark owned by the Regents 
of the University of Oklahoma. 

"Removal of Multivalent Metal Cations from 
Water Using Miscellar-Enhanced Ultrafiltration," 
J. F. Scamehom, R. T. Ellington, S. D. Chris- 
tlan, B. W. Pemey, R. 0 .  Dunn, and S. N. 
Bhat, AIChE Symp. Ser., 250, 48 (1986). 

"Use of Micellar-Enhanced Ultrafiltration to 
Remove Dissolved Organlcs from Aqueous 
Streams," R. 0. Dunn, J. F. Scamehorn, and 
S. D. Christian, Sep. Sci. Technol., 20, 257 
(1985). 

"Concentration Polar~zation Effects in the Use 
of Mlcellar-Enhanced Ultrafiltration to Remove 
Dissolved Organic Pollutants from Wastewater," 
R. 0 .  Dunn, J. F. Scamehom, and S. D. Chris- 
tian, Sep. Sci. Technol., In Press. 

"Surfactant-Based Treatment opqueous Pro- 
cess Streams," ]. F. Scamehom and J. H. Har- 
well, in Surfactants and Chemical Engineering 
(D. T. Wasan, D. 0 .  Shah, and M. E. Grnn, 
Eds.), Marcel Dekker, In Press. 

Admicellar Chromatography 

The phenomenon of solubilization is 
well known and widely exploited in 
industry. Its surface analogue, adsolubil- 
ization, is a relatively new subject of in- 
vestigation. A new separation process 
based on the phenomenon of 
adsolubilization is admicellar chroma- 
tography. A dilute aqueous surfactant 
stream is passed through a fixed bed of 
adsorbent. As the stream equilibrates 
with the bed, surfactant aggregates, 
called admicelles because of their sim- 
ilarity to micelles, form on patches of 
the packing surface. When a process 
stream with a target solute is then in- 
troduced into the bed, the solute parti- 
tions into the admicelles on the surface 
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of the packing. When the admicelles 
are saturated with the target solute, the 
flow through the bed is reversed, and 
the makeup of the influent is adjusted 
so that the admicelles containing the 
adsolubilizate desorb. 

With use of proper operating 
parameters, the concentration of the 
solute in the effluent during this strip- 
ping stage can be several times the orig- 
inal concentration. The concentrated 
effluent can be treated further for recov- 
ery or for disposal. The bed has also 
been regenerated and is ready to be 
reused for removing solute, This is a 

tensive, using standard hearth regenera- 
tion technology. Surfactant-enhanced 
carbon regeneration (SECR) is a new 
in-situ regeneration technique invented 
at the University of Oklahoma. In 
SECR. a concentrated surfactant solu- 
tion is passed through the saturated car- 
bon. The adsorbed organic desorbs, and 
the regenerant solution exiting the 
adsorber bed contains the organic in 
high coocentration. When the 
regeneration is complete, water can be 
used to flush residual surfactant from 
the bed. 

Senior David Tamakloe examines the composition of the liquid-liquid extractor effluen~ 
stream in the ChE Design Laboratory. 

low-energy process. It is also applicable Because the surfactant is not toxic, 
for bioseparations because of the mild the flush solution can be discarded to 
conditions under which it can be the normal sewage system. 
operated. 

"Admicellear Chromatography: A New Low- 
Energy Separation Process," T. P. Fitzgerald and 
J. H. Harwell, AIChE Syrnp. Ser. 250, 142 
(1986). 

"Surfactant Chromatographic Movement: An 
Experimental Study," J. H. Harwell, R. S. 
Schechter, and W. H. Wade, AIChE Journal, 
31, (3), 415 (1985). 

"Surfactant-Enhanced Carbon Regeneration," 
D. L. Blakebum and J. F. Scamehom in Sur- 
factant-Based Separation Processes (J. F. 
Scamehom and J. H. Harwell, Eds.);Marcel 
Dekker, In Press. 

LiquideLiquid Extraction into 
Coacervate Phases 

When a nonionic surfactant is added 
SurfactanteEnhanced Carbon to water, above a temperature called 
Regeneration the cloud point, the solution separates 

Activated carbon can very effectively into two phases, one concentrated in 

remove dissolved organics from water. surfactant (coacervate) and the other 

However, the regeneration of the sat- dilute. If nonionic surfactant is added to 

urated carbon is energy and labor in- water containing dissolved organic at a 



temperature above the cloud point, the 
organic solute will concentrate cin the 
coacervate phase. This low-energy sepa- 
ration has potential in oncentrating 
chemicals produced from biotechnology. 

'liquid-Liquid Extraction Above the Cloud 
Point," J. F. Scarnehom, J. H. Harwell, and 
N. D. Gulickson, Suhccant-Bared Separation 
Processes (J. F. Scamehorn and J. H. Hanvell, 
eds.), Marcel Dekker, In Press (1986). 

"Phase Equilibrium in Aqueous Mixtures of 
Nonionic and Anionic Surfactants Above the 
Cloud Point," 0. E. Yoesting and J. F. 
Scamehom, Colloid Polym. Sci., 264, I48 
(1986). 

Detergency 
The field of detergency faces a num- 

ber of important current challenges, 
such as the pressure to remove phos- 
phate builders from formulations, the 
desire to combine fabric softening and 
cleaning in one step, and the need to 
add pleasant scents to washed clothes. 
CEMS research is focused on investigat- 
ing the fundamental physical processes 
involved in detergency as well as more 
applied research on generic solutions to 
certain problems in the industry. 

Use of Surfactant Mixtures 

A common goal in CEMS detergency 
research is exploitation of the advan- 
tages of using mixtures of surfactants 
as opposed to single surfactant com- 
ponents. For example, hardness toler- 
ance can be improved by adding 
nonionic surfactants to anionic sur- 
factant formulations. In order to effect 
fabric softening in the wash cycle, 
cationic surfactant is added to the 
formulation. Precipitation of anionid 
cationic surfactant mixtures must be 
avoided to make this process feasible. 

Enhancement of Hardness Tolerance 

Minimization or elimination of build- 
er in surfactant formulations is a desir- 
able goal. Systematic research into sur- 
factant precipitation has elucidated the 
mechanisms involved in this complex 
phenomenon. The focus of the research 
has been on the use of nonionic/anionic 
surfactant mixtures to improve hardness 
or salinity tolerance as compared with 
anionic surfactant systems alone. 
Almost two orders of magnitude im- 
provement in hardness tolerance has 

nitrogen-rich streams in this membrane 
permeation experiment in the CEMS 
undergraduate laboratories. Graduate 
teaching assistant John Fagbemi works with 
Prof: Richard Mallinson in supervision of  
undergraduate student research in the lab. 

been achieved by the judicious addition 
of nonionic surfactant and sodium salt 
to anionic surfactant. 

"Enhancement of Hardness and Salinity Toler- 
ance in An~onic Surfactant Solutions by Addition 
of Nonionic Surfactants," K. L. Stellner and J. F. 
Scamehom, presented at 60th ACS Colloid and 
Surface Science Symposium, Atlanta (June 1986). 

"Precipitation Phenomena in Mixtures of An- 
ionic and Cacionic Surfactants in Aqueous Solu- 
tions," K. L. Stellner, J. C. Amante, J. F. 
Scamehom, and J. H. Hanvell, submitted to I. 
Colloid In tehce  Sci. 

Solubilization 

The solubilization of oily soils by 
micelles can be an important phenome- 
non in detergency. In CEMS research 
in progress, we are systematically 
measuring the solubilization of a variety 
of solutes in mixed micelles. These 
studies have led to an improved under- 
standing of mechanisms of solubilization 
and of mixed micelle structure. In prac- 
tical applications, detergent formula- 
tions can be prepared either to 
minimize or to maximize solubilization. 

Ultimately, this work will be coupled 
with other measurements to deduce the 
importance of solubilization in actual 
detersive systems, a controversial topic. 

"Solubilization of N-Hexanol in Mixed Mi- 
celles," C. M. Nguyen, J. F. Scamehom, and S. 
D. Christian, submitted to Colloids and Suhces. 

"Solubilization in Mixed Micelles," S. D. 
Christian and J. F. Scamehom, presented at 191st 
National ACS Meeting, New York (April 1986). 

"Use of the Semi-Equilibrium Dialys~s Method 
in Studying the Thermodynamics of Solubilization 
of Organic Compounds in Surfactant Micelles. 
System n-Hexadecylpyridinium Chloride-Phenol- 
Water," G. A. Smith, S. D. Christian, E. E. 
Tucker, and J. F. Scamehorn, J. Solution Chem., 
15, 519 (1986). 

"Semi~Equil~brium Dialysis: A New Method for 
Measuring the Solubilization of Organic Solutes 
by Aqueous Surfactant Solutions," S. D. Chris- 
tian, G. A. Smith, E. E. Tucker, and J. F. 
Scamehorn, Langmuir, 1, 564 (1985). 

Adsorption 

Adsorption of surfactant onto solid 
soils in clothes washing can be an im- 
portant factor in their detachment from 
cloth and subsequent removal. The 
adsorption of surfactant onto solids is of 
obvious importance in hard-surface 
cleaning. Research to measure adsorp- 
tion of surfactants on various surfaces is 
an extremely active program at CEMS. 
The goals are to understand the forces 
causing adsorption and to quantify the 
factors enhancing or reducing adsorp- 
tion. Our ability to predict the effect of 
changing surfactant structure in single 
surfactant systems or changing sur- 
factant composition in mixed surfactant 
systems on adsorption is continually 
being improved. Ultimately, this knowl- 
edge can be used with other detergency 
studies to design optimum detergent for- 
mulations on other than an empirical 
basis. 

"Adsorption of a Mixture of Anionic Sur- 
factants on Alumina," B. L. Roberts, J. F. . 
Scamehorn, and J. H. Hanvell, in Phenomena in 
Mixed Surfactan t Systems (Scamehom, J. F., 
Ed.), ACS Symp. Ser., Vol. 311 (1986) Ch. 14. 

"A Pseudo-phase Separation Model for Sur- 
factant Adsorption: Isomerically Pure Sur- 
factants," J. H. Hanvell, J. Hoskins, R. S. 
Schechter, and W. H. Wade, Langrnuir, 1, 25 1 
(1985). 

Ultrathin Films 
A new process for the formation of 

ultrathin polymer films has been de- 
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Surfactant Mixtures 

As we have pointed out previously, 
surfactant mixtures have numerous syn- 
ergisms in practical applications. How. 
ever, the surfactant interactions in 
these systems are inherently of great in, 
terest. Interaction between dissimilar 
surfactants in various aggregation pro- 
cesses is being investigated. 

Fundamental models are being de- 
velo~ed to describe surfactant mixture 
effects in specific processes. Experi- 
mental data provide a test of these 
models. It is this type of approach, 
balancing theory and experimental veri- 
fication, that CEMS is using to advance 
knowledge in this field. 

"An Overview of Phenomena Involving Sur- 
factant Mixtures," J .  F. Scamehom, in Phe- 
nomena in Mixed Surfactant Systems (l. F. 
Scamehom, Ed.), ACS Symp. Ser., Vol. 3 1 1 
(1986) Ch. 1. 

"Behavior and Applications of Surfactant Mix- 
tures: Future Perspectives," J. F. Scamehom, in 
Phenomena in Mixed Suhcranc Systems (J. F. 
Scamehom, Ed.), ACS Symp. Ser., 311 (1986) 
Ch. 24. 

"Surfactanc Precipitation in Aqueous Solutions 
Containing Mixtures of Anionic and Nonionic 
Surfactants," K. L. Stellner and J. F. Scamehom, 
1. Amer. Oil Chem. Soc., 63, 566 (1986). 

"Optimum Injection Strategies for the Propaga- 
tion of Surfactant Mixtures in Porous Media," 
J. H. Harwell, R. S. Schechter, and W. H. 
Wade, AIChE]ournal, 24, (5) 545 (1984). 

Phenomena in Mixed Surfactanc Systems, J. F. 
Scamehom (Editor), ACS Symp. Ser., 3 11, 
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. 
(1986). 

Surfactant Synthesis 

Our efforts in surfactant synthesis in- 
volve preparation of new fluorinated 
surfactants in connection with our re- 
search on perfluorochemical blood sub- 
stitutes. The goal is to synthesize 
fluorinated surfactants that will form 
stable, non-viscous microemulsions con- 
taining high contents of fluorocarbons, 
with very small emulsified particles that 
are not adsorbed on the surface of red 
blood cells. The synthetic ~rocedure 
should be simple, and the yield should 
be high. Our methods should lead to 
the production of fluorinated surfactants 
that are free from the toxic impurities 
that frequently result from conventional 
syntheses. 

"Modification of Nonionic Surfactants with 
Perfluorinated Terminal Groups," M. Gangoda, 
B. M. Fung, and E. A. O'Rear, j. Colloid In- 
terface Sci., In Press. 

"Synthesis of Perfluoroalkyl N-P~l~ethoxylated 
Amides," I. Afzal, B. M. Fung, and E. A. 
O'Rear, 1. Fluorine Chem., In Press. 

THERMODYNAMICS 
Contrary to popular notions, the clas- 

sical formation of the second law of 
thermodynamics is not a dead subject. 
Many of the popular notions give rise to 
more questions and confusion than they 
in reality resolve. One fertile approach 
is in the anatomy of the entropy bal- 
ance and the Gibbs eauations, with par- 
ticular attention to their simu1taneo;s 
evolution from the first law energy and 
mass balance equations and energy dis- 
sipation functions.-This activity has 
been an on-and-off obsession of C. M. 
"Cheddy" Sliepcevich for almost half a 
century. 

Theoretical and applied thermody- 
namics has long been an area of empha- 
sis in CEMS. This tradition continues. 
This fundamental area always remains 
central to chemical engineering, 
whether one is concerned with distilla- 
tion, enhanced oil recovery, supercriti- 
cal extraction or the recovery of biolog- 
ical molecules by aqueouslaqueous liquid 
extraction. These studies afford oppor- 
tunities for both application of old the- 
ories and new theoretical advances. It is 
clearly impossible to completely separate 
thermodynamics from fundamental stud- 
ies in surfactants, separations, kinetics 
or polymers. What follows is the re- 
search we have somewhat arbitrarily 
s laced under the important fundamental 
area of thermodynamics. 

Supercritical Extraction 

The ability of certain solvents to ex- 
tract large amounts of nonvolatile solids 
near or around the critical point has 
long been recognized. This phenome- 
non, known as "supercritical extrac- 
tion," or more precisely solubility 
enhancement at supercritical conditions 
(SESC), is of particular interest to 
Lloyd Lee. 

Current practice of supercritical ex- 
traction in energy and food industries is 
well established. Deasphalting opera- 
tions for petroleum fractions also have 
been carried out using supercritical pro- 
pane/propylene mixtures. For solvents 
such as carbon dioxide and ethylene the 
enhancement of the solubility of, say, 

phenanthrene or anthracene can reach 
a thousandfold for relatively small var- 
iations in pressure. Flooding with super- 
critical carbon dioxide is now a com- 
mon practice in enhanced oil recovery. 
Toluene and water have been used as 
deashing solvents in coal conversion 
processes. In the food industry the 
nontoxic nature of carbon dioxide is ex- 
~loi ted for decaffeination of coffee and 
removal of nicotine from tobacco. 

Most of these processes, however, 
were developed without a firm theoreti- 
cal understanding of the SESC behav- 
ior. This state of affairs hampers further 
use of su~ercritical extraction and delavs 
many potentially efficient applications 
in other areas of energy and industrial 
o~erations. Onlv recentlv have there 
bLen fundamenial thermbdynamic anal- 
yses of the common factors underlying 
SESC. 

SESC takes place at well-defined loci 
in the phase di'agrams of the solvent- 
solute mixture. For vapor-liquid equilib- 
ria, the phenomenon occurs near the 
lower critical end point (LCEP) andlor 
the upper critical end point (UCEP). 
Two questions naturally arise: (a) Does 
existing experimental information sup- 
port these theoretical conclusions, and 
(2) is it possible to use analytical 
means, such as an equation of state, to 
describe such behavior! 

In this project, a step-by-step pro- 
gram is being pursued to answer these 
questions and to provide the capability 
of accurately predicting the supercritical 
behavior of svstems of interest. First. 
existing data 'on supercritical solubility 
are examined using so-called Gitterman 
Procaccia criteria. This is achieved bv 
developing highly accurate equations of 
state (EOS) for supercritical solvents 
(e.g., C02 and ethylene). Second, ac- 
curate mixinn rules for the EOS are to 
be developedvfor the solvent-solute pair, 
since SESC is a mixture phenomenon. 
Research in CEMS has develo~ed a 
basis for new mixing rules during the 
last decade. The choice now is the new 
local com~osition mixing rules de- 
veloped fir polar and hiihly anisotropic 
molecules. Third, a nonlinear regression 
parameter-search program has been de- 
veloped at OU for determination of 
equation parameters and binary interac- 
tion coefficients. With these capabili- 
ties, we are at a position well suited for 
carrying out such a program. 
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"An Accurate Equation of State for Carbon Di- 
oxide," F. H. Huang, M-H. Li, L. L. Lee, F. T. 
H. Chung, and K. E. Starling, J. Chem. Engr. of 
Japan, 18, 221 (1985). 

''The Statistical Mechanical Local Composition 
Theory: The Balance Equations and Concentra- 
tion Effects In Non-Ideal Mixtures," L. L. Lee 
and K. E. Starling, Fluid Phase Equilibria, 21, 77 
(1985). 

"Fundamental Thermodynamics of Supercritical 
Extraction," K. E. Starling, M. A. Khan, and S. 
Watanasiri, Supercritical Fluid Technology (J. M. 
L. Peminger, M. Radosz, M. A. McHugh, V. J. 
Krukonis, Eds.), Elsevier Publications (1985). 

Mixed Electrolyte Solutions 

Traditionally, dilute electrolyte solu- 
tions have been treated according to 
the Debye-Huckel theory and con- 
centrated ones by Pitzer's method. With 
existence of neutral species in mixed 
electrolyes (e.g., water-C02, NH3 or 
water-methanol-NaBr), conventional 
theories are no longer adequate. A new 
theory going beyond the Debye Huckel 
and Pitzer methods is called for. CEMS 
faculty have proposed a new statistical 
mechanical formulation based on the 
local composition theory and modified 
distribution functions in the mean 
spherical approximation. Preliminary 
results on 23 strong electrolytes show 
promise. 

"Prediction of Thermodynamic Properties of 
Electrolyte Solutions Using the Mean Spherical 
Approximation," S. Watansiri, M. R. Brule, and 
L. L. Lee,]. Phys. Chem., 86, 292 (1982). 

"The Solution of the MSA for Asymmetrical 
Hard Ions: The Effects of the Coupllng Parameter 
PN on the Shielding Parameter and the Struc- 
ture of the Electrolyte Solutions," L. L. Lee, 1. 
Chem. Phys., 78, 3270 (1983). 

Adsorption of Charged Polyatomic 
Molecules 

The main thrust of this research is 
the introduction of new statistical 
mechanical methods into the study of 
electrical double layers around molecu- 
lar ions. In particular, the specific 
objectives are: (1) to develop a new 
theoretical approach describing charged 
polyatomic ions adsorbed on electrified 
surfaces; (2) to test and evaluate some 
of the current competing theoretical hy- 
potheses of electrical double layer; and 
( 3 )  to carry out Monte Carlo or 
molecular dynamics simulation for 
adsorbed molecules. 

Recently, an lnteractlon site model 
(ISM) was proposed (Lee, 1984) for 
adsorbed polyatomics. The Bom- 
Bogoliubov-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon 
(BBGKY) hierarchy in such a system 
was derived. It yields the pressure tensor 
and the site-site distribution functions 
that can be used to obtain information 
on surface structure, density and charge 
distributions. Particular attention will 
be paid to the double layer potential, 
solvation forces, steric packing order, 
counterion screening, charge oscilla- 
tions and/or coordination saturation 
effects. The causes and ranges of 
parameters that induce such behavior 
will be determined. 

"The Lennard-Jones 9:3 Adsorptive System I: 
The Percus-Yevick and Hypernetted Chain Theo- 
ries and Their Modifications," L. L. Lee and L. 
S. Smith, I. ofChem. Phys., 71, 4085 (1979). 

"The Lennard-Jones Adsorptive System 11: Pre- 
diction of the Liquid Density Profiles by Perturba- 
tion Theory," L. L. Lee, J. Chem. Phys., 73, 
4050 (1980). 

Highly Accurate Natural Gas 
Compressibility Factors 

OU maintains its world-class ~osition 
in petroleum industry education and re- 
search as host of the International 
School of Hydrocarbon Measurement, 
believed to be the oldest petroleum in- 
dustry school in the Free World that is 
devoted to fluid measurement and con- 
trol. In an annual meeting in short- 
course format the school offers classes in 
measurement and handling of petroleum 

gas and liquids-including natural gas 
liquids, tars and slurries-to a large 
number of representatives of equipment 
manufacturers, the natural gas and pe- 
troleum industries, governmental agen- 
cies and others from all over the world 
directly interested in the measurement 
and control of hydrocarbons. CEMS 
Professor Ken Starling is chairman of 
the executive committee of the school. 

To meet nas industrv needs for accu- ., 
rate volumetric flow-rate measurement 
procedures, Starling's project for the de- 
velopment of a new, highly accurate 
equation of state for the prediction of 
the supercompressibility factor and oth- 
er properties of natural gases has been 
sponsored by the Gas Research In- 
stitute, following many related projects 
sponsored by GRI and the Department 
of Energy, on occasion in collaboration 
with Rex Ellington, Lloyd Lee and 
Richard Mallinson. 

Equation-of-state development work 
from 1981 through 1984 targeted pipe- 
line-quality natural gases and gases with 
large amounts of carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen. Presently, this work is being 
extended to include accurate prediction 
capabilities for industry use. The Amer- 
ican Gas Association Transmission 
Measurement Committee Report No. 8 
presents the detailed information for 
computations of compressibility factors 
and supercompressibility factors for nat- 
ural gas and other hydrocarbon gases. 

iromatograph used by research assistant Je f f  Marnix provide - n analyses 
o f  hi1 samples from high boiling materials to non-condensable gases. 



"New Developments in the Determination of 
Compressibility and Supercompressibility: Status 
of Natural Gas Supercompressibility Factor and 
Thermodynamic Properties Correlation," K. E. 
Starling, J. L. Savidge, R. T. Ellington, T. Reid, 
and S. Shankar, Proceedings of the American Gas 
k ~ a t i o n  Transmission Conference, 86-DT-48, 
753-763 (1986). 

"New Developments in the Determination of 
Compressibility and Supercompressibility: Status 
of Natural Gas Supercompressibility Factor and 
Thermodynamic Properties Correlation Research," 
K. E. Starling, J. L. Savidge, R. T. Ellington, 
R. Reid, and S. Shankar, Proc. of the Oper. Sec. 
of the Amer. Gas Assoc., 753-763 (1986). 

"Wet and Sour Natural Gas Compressibility 
Factors and Supercompressibility Factor Prediction 
Method for Custody Transfer Needs," K. E. Starl- 
ing and 1. L. Savidge, Proc. of the 1986 Lnt. Gas 
Res. Conf (1986). 

"Gas Flow Measurement Improvement by Ac- 
curate Thermodynamic Properties Correlation," 
K. E. Starling, J. L. Savidge, S. Shankar, and 
T. Reid, Proc. of the Int. Symp. on Fluid Flow 
Meas., 681-692 (1986). 

"Equation of State Composition Dependence," 
K. E. Starling, M. A. Khan, M. H. Li, and L. L. 
Lee, Fluid Phase Equilibria, 37, 141-151 (1987). 

"PVT Data Base Evaluation Methodology for 
Highly Accurate Equation of State Development," 
K. E. Starling, J. L. Savidge, and K. H. Kumar, 
Fluid Phase Equilibria, 27, 203-219 (1986). 

Synthetic Fuel and Heavy Oil 
Characterization for Thermodynamic 
Property Estimation 

The determination of the chemical 
structures present in heavy fuel fluids 
are being estimated with FTIR, NMR 
and other techniques using a chemical 
structural model. Determination of the 
minimal data and assumptions needed 
for the estimation of particular therrno- 
dynamic properties is also made. A 
novel combination of FTIR and gel per- 
meation chromatography is being devel- 
oped to improve the characterizations 
while minimizing cost. Thermodynamic 
property estimations are made using an 
established, reliable equation-of-state- 
based framework. 

"The Characterization Requirements for an 
Equation-of-State-Based Correlation Framework 
for Predicting the Calorimetric Properries of Coal 
Fluids," R. D. Hulvey, M. W. Peters, M-H. Li, 
R. G. Mallinson, and K. E. Starling, 42nd 
Annual Calorimetry Conference, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, July 1987. 

"A Combined Group Contribution and Equa- 
tion-of-State Methodology for Calculating 
Calorimetric Properties of Coal Fluids," R. D. 
Hulvey, M. W. Peters, M-H. Li, R. G. Mallin- 
son, and K. E. Starling, AIChE meeting, New 
York, N.Y., November 1987. 

. 
Ph. D. candidate Mohamed Tahiri uses a high-tempera ture, high -pressure micro-ba tch 
reactor system for coal and oilshale conversion studies. 

CERAMICS, POLYMERS 
AND MATERIALS 

Two CEMS faculty have innovative 
research programs in novel areas of 
polymers science. We think b t h  areas 
have exciting possibilities for future 
advances in technology. 

The Melt-Blowing Process and Fibers 
Products 

Robert Shambaugh's research in melt 
blowing has grown rapidly since his arri- 
val at OU three years ago. At  the urg- 
ing of several industrial sponsors, the 
melt-blown effort has become a formal 
program in the newly formed Center for 
Polymer and Fiber Research (CPFR). 
CPFR, like IASR, is an industrial- 
academic consortium. The melt-blowing 
program within CPFR is limited to 
eight industrial sponsors. Along with 
other advantages, royalty-free licenses 
on all patents are offered to all con- 
sortium members. Thus far, six Fortune 
500 companies are committed to joining 
this program. In the future, other pro- 
grams of CPFR will be developed in- 
volving other areas of materials re- 
search. 

Shambaugh and his research team 
have spent two years and thousands of 
hours in design and construction of 
unique equipment to make melt-blown 

fibers, among the'smallest organic fibers 
ever made. Diameters of 0.1 micron are 
wssible (a human hair is about 100 
microns in diameter). 

In the melt-blowing process, a near- 
supersonic gas stream impacts upon a 
molten polymer as the polymer is ex- 
truded from a small capillary. The force 
of the gas rapidly accelerates the fila- 
ment and attenuates the fiber diam- 
eter. In less than 50 microseconds, the 
filament speed increases from 0.01 m/ 
sec to over 500 dsec.  and the fiber di- 
ameter decreases from 500 microns to as 
little as 0.1 micron (a 2,500,000X 
reduction in cross sectional area). 
Theoretically, fibers made with this un- 
usual process could be up to 25X as 
strong as steel wire. ., 

Because of the fineness of melt-blown 
fibers, thev make excellent filters, ther- . , 

ma1 insulation and absorbent materials. 
Sales of melt-blown fibers have enjoyed 
a 21.6 percent growth rate over the last 
five years, and this high rate will un- 
doubtedly continue. 

CEMS's initial research efforts in- 
volve developing the optimum operat- 
ing conditions for the melt blowing of 
polypropylene, the most common melt- 
blown material. With polypropylene as 
a base case, Shambaugh's research group 
Is demonstrating the optimum operating 
conditions for a wide varietv of thermo- 
plastics such as polyesters a d  polyethyl- 
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Magnified 20,000 times by the scanning 
electron microscope, the fiber in the 
foreground is invisible to the unaided human 
eye. The fiber is actually about half the 
width of  the average wavelength of visible 
light. 

ene sulfide. Dow, Phillips, Eastman and 
Fina have s u ~ ~ l i e d  CEMS with a num- 

segments and undesireable particle 
globs, or "shot" (greater than 3,000 
microns diameter). Finally, the very 
high gas rates of region 3 cause both 
the production of extremely fine fibers 
(as small as 0.1 microns diameter) and 
the elimination of undesirable shot. 

The group is presently modeling re- 
gion 1 with a complex, interactive com- 
puter program that simultaneously 
solves the coupled momentum and heat 
transfer equations. Extensions to regions 

2 and 3 are planned. Regions 2 and 3 
are particularly difficult to model be- 
cause of the fracturing of the filaments 
and because of the wildly whipping, 
almost random motion of the fiber seg- 
ments at speeds which often exeed 
Mach 1. 

Additionally, techniques to charac- 
terize melt-blown fibers are being de- 
veloped in Shambaugh's fibers labs. 
These tzchniques include fiberasize dis- 
tribution by optical microscopy, scan- 

A. 

ber of polymer formulations, many of A h ~ t ~ - s p e e d  strobe erlitules Prof. Robert Shambaugh and research assistants to photograph 
which are not available commercially. fibers during production to monitor variations in results of the melt-blowing process. 

Unique fibers with unique properties Variations of  orifice design and gas pressure produce corresponding diffkrences in fiber shape, 

of fineness and strength could well re- size and crystalline structure. 

sult from the fibers work. Their 
approach to process optimization is fun- 
damental-mathematical modeling and 
fiber characterization are inextricably 
related to this optimization process. 

Shambaugh and his research team 
also are developing a mathematical 
model to predict and optimize melt 
blowing. A good model will allow pre- 
diction of fiber attentuation (final diam- 
eter), gas consumption and perhaps 
even the fiber strength. The model will 
save experimental time by suggesting 
optimum operating regions and/or poly- 
mer formulations and optimum die-head 
modifications for the melt-blowing pro- 
cess. 

The research group has found that 
melt blowing has three regions. Region 
1, the low gas-rate region, produces 
continuous fibers of relatively large di- 
ameters (greater than 10 microns). In 
region 2, higher gas rates cause the fi- 
bers to break up and form short-fiber 
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..,,--,. ,l.- an t  Seer.., . -, ~ s e s  a dMie1 ...-. scru -., g calorimeter to , ..,.,-- -.,-.-..- ~ C Y ,  
melcing point, glass transition temperacure and other characteristics of  polymer samples. 



ning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
computer techniques; fiber crystallinity 
and other thermodynamic parameters by 
differential scanning calorimetery 
(DSC); fiber-strength tests involving 
both single fibers and collections of 
fibers; fiber crystallinity and orientation, 
measured by wide-angle X-ray scans 
(WAXS); fiber crystallinity and voids 
determination by density measurements; 
degradation (molecular weight reduc- 
tion) by intrinsic viscosity measure- 

ments; and fiber microstructure by 
SEM. Other possible techniques are 
fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) , small-angle X-ray scans 
(SAXS) and nuclear magnetic reso- 
nance (NMR). 

These techniques will serve as in- 
dependent, off-line measures of the 
properties of melt-blown fibers. Pre- 
liminary results have shown that unique 
crystal structures are present in melt- 
blown fibers. 

A viscometer is used in calculation o f  the 
molecular weight o f  polymer samples and 
thermal degradation o f  melt-blown fibers. 

b 

"The Melt   low in^ bf PoIyoIefm," R. L. 
Shambaugh, K. M. Narasimhan, and S. Vad, 
Proceedings of the Society of Rheology 59th An- 
nual Meeting. Atlanta. Ga.. October 1987. 

I I "The ~rociss of Melt Blowing," R. L. Sham- 
baugh and K. M. Narasimhan, ~roceed~ngs of I I INDA-TEC 1987. Hilton Head. S.C.. Mav 1987. 

1 I "FiberIGas ~nteraction During Melt   lo wing," 

I I R. L. Shambaugh and K. M. ~arasimhan, Pm- 
ceedings of Society of Rhelogy Annual Meeting, 
Tulsa, Okla., October 1986. 

I I 

Research assiscant K. Narasimhan displays a cloud o f  melt-blow fibers such as may in t he  
near future find use in insulation, composite materials and other products. 

Polymerization 

Richard Mallinson's current 
polymerization research involves the 
emulsion polymerization of vinyl ace- 
tate. This method of polymerization is 
widely used to produce latexes for the 
coatings industry and bulk addition 
polymers. He is seeking to understand 
the mechanisms involved in this com- 
plex heterogeneous polymerization tech- 
nique with focuses on the molecular 
weights of the polymers and the effects 
of the surfactant emulsifiers on the 
molecular weights, particle sizes and 
conversions. Experiments are carried 
out in a continuous stirred tank reactor 
with on-line conversion determination 
and off-line use of laser light scattering 
and gel permeation chromatography for 
determination of particle size and 
molecular weight, respectively. 

Polymers, such as these being opened by graduate research assistant Tien Wu,  have been 
supplied for use in the CEMS melt-blowing process by supporting corporations including 
American Petrofina, Dow Chemical, Eastman Kodak and Phillips Petroleum. 



"Modeling of Molecular Weight Variation in 
Continuous stired Tank Vinyl Acetate Emulsion 
Polymerization," R G. Mallinson and C. H. Lee, 
presented at the 60th Colloid and Surface Science 
Sympium, Atlanta, Ga., 1986. (Submitted for 
publication, AIChE J., October 1987). 

"The Molecular Weight Distribution in Con- 
tinuous Stirred Tank V i y l  Acetate Emulsion 
Polymerization," R. G. Mal l i in  and C. H. Lee, 
In Press. 

"A Sensitivity Analysis of the Oscillatory Be- 
havior of Continuous Stirred Tank Emulsion 
Polymerization of Viy l  Acetate," R, G. Mallin- 
son, presenred at the AIChE Annual Meeting, 
Miami Beach, Fla., November 1986, In Press. 

Stress Corrosion Cracking in Steel 

Stress corrosion cracking is the name 
given ro the process of fracture of met- 
als under the combined effects of an ap- 
died tensile stress and a corrosive envi- 
ionment. Problems of environmentally 
assisted cracking are limiting factors in 
a number of industrial processes and 
military systems. 

Raymond D. Daniels' studies for the 
Air Force on failure problems in aircraft 
systems components have been funded 
annually since 1978. Recent studies 
have k e n  concerned with failures of 
steel breech chambers in cartridge- 
ignition aircraft engine starters. The 
failures are associated with the corrosion 
produced by the residues from the 
burned solid propellent cartridges. 

Conventional stres corrosion crack- 
ing experiments are carried out using a 
static loading device with the specimen 
surrounded by the corrosive environ- 
ment. Time to failure is determined as a 
function of the stress level and environ- 
mental factors. 

Another method of stress corrosion 
testing, the slow strain-rate tensile test, 
has gained recognition as a valuable 
tool in studying susceptibility to stress 
corrosion cracking. This technique re- 
quires a tension test machine of an 
adequate load capacity and is capable of 
providing constant but extremely slow 
crosshead speeds (1U6 to lo9 d s ) .  The 
optimum strain rate for testing is deter- 
mined $ the crack propagation rate for 
a particular metalaenvironment system. 

In this test, stress-corrosion-cracking 
susceptibility is determined from the 
com~arative tensile stress-strain curves 
of a ;ample tested in the corrosive envi- 
ronment and a sample tested in an inert 
environment. The fracture surfaces are 
also examined to compare the 
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The continuous emulsion polymerization reactm sysrem in Prof: Richard Mallinson's lab 
hcilirates analysis of  mechanisms involved in complex heterogeneous polymerization techniques. 

crystallographic modes of fracture. Test- 
ing at various crosshead speeds can give 
information on the cracking mechanism 
and has been used to disringuish cath- 
odic hydrogen assisted cracking pro. 
cesses from anodic-dissolution-assisted 
cracking processes. 

Other recent research unde? contract 
has been concerned with the property 
changes that occur in electroless nickel 
coatings when they are heated above 
their normal operating temperature. 
Nickel-phosphorus coatings are being 
evaluated over a range of phospbrus 
contents from 1 to 12 percent. X-ray 
diffraction techniques are being used to 
study structural changes in the coat in~,  
including precipitation phenomena and 
the development of preferred crystal 
orientations. 

Also involved with Daniels in De- 
partment of Defense aircraft component 
failure analysis, as well as separate, re- 
lated DOD-sponsored research, Bob 
Block has been recognized by various 
national companies as a consulting ex- 
pert in the area of failure analysis. The 
continuing thread of Block's research 
interests is concern with the basic 
mechanisms by which plastic deforma- 
tion and failure occur in metals. This 
research has involved studies of the dis- 
location arrangements in the surface 
and near-surface layers of deformed 
single crystals and the interactions be- 
tween the surface and substrate materi- 
al. He is currently setting up a testing 

program for a leading Oklahoma compa- 
ny to evaluate wopd-metal adhesives for 
use in the construction industry. Block's 
background in failure analpis is utilized 
by the University of Oklahoma law 
school where he is regularly called upon 
to participate in their seminar on prod- 
ucts liability. 

"Stress Corrosion Cracking of 4340 Steel in 
Aircraft Ignition Starter Residues," R. D. Daniels, 
Corrosion Cracking (V.S. Goel, ed.), American 
Society for Metals (1986). 

"Stres Corrosion Cracking of 4340 Steel in 
Aircraft Ignition Starter Residues," R. D. Daniels 
and K. J .  Kennelley, Journal of Materials hi- 
neering (June 1987). 

"Failure Analyses of Steel Breeeh Chambers 
Used with Aircraft Cartridge Ignition Starters," 
R. D. Daniels, Analyzing Faifuw (V. S. Goel, 
ed.), American Society for Metals (1986). 

"Hydrogen Induced Dislocation Motion," 1. A. 
King, Scripm Met., 19, March (1985). 

Refractory Powders 

Ceramics have the highly desirable 
properties of strength, temperature re- 
sistance and resistance to chemical 
attack. Because of these features. in- 
dustrial demand is increasing for ceram- 
ics for a wide variety of appl ih t io~,  
and CEMS incorporates a response to 
this demand with the development of 
research in this area through new facul- 
tv member Lance Lobban's efforts. 
chemical manufacture of refractory 
powders (from which ceramics may be 
formed) generally involves very exother- 
mic reactions. 



Emulsion particle sizes are determined from dynamic 12 light rtering. Data such as those 
obtained here by research assistant Mohamed Tahiri will contribute further understanding o f  the 
effects o f  surfactant emulsifiers on particle size. 

This September, CEMS welcomed new 
Assistant Professor Lance L. Lobban 
(BSChE '81, University o f  Kansas; Ph. D. 
'87, University o f  Houston). His research 
interests include catalytic reaction rate 
mechanisms and modeling, partial oxidation 
o f  hydrocarbons and synthesis of  refractory 
powders. 

Blood Substitutes 

Blood substitutes are a useful altema- 
tive to whole blood in medical applica- 
tions. They can be used for transfusions 
when human blood is not available or 
cannot be administered for religious rea- - 
sons. They also have novel and promis- 
ing applications, including perfusion of 
mvocardial and cerebral ischemia (local 
anemia of tissues) to whole organs, pre- 
operative treatment of severely anemic 
~atients,  treatment of mvocardial and 
cerebral.ischemia (local inemia of tis- 
sues) to improve oxygen supply, and 
combined chemotherapy or radiation 
therapy to enhance the effect of some 
anticancer drugs. Perfluorochemical 
(PFC) emulsions and stroma-free 

- 

Chechian KO, graduate research assistant, analyzes gel permeation data on the Water% Maxima 
data system. 

Control of product purity and size I BIOMEDICAL AND BIO- 
distribution is important, but can be 
difficult. Reaction mechanisms are de- I LOGICAL ENGINEERING . , 

hemoglobin are the two most successfuI 
categories of blood substitutes. A novel 
possible application of these compounds 

termined by combining mathematical 
modelling with experimentation. 
Knowledge of the mechanisms will aid 

The chemical engineer's strong 
grounding in fundamental phsyics, 
chemistry and mathematics makes him 
or her a valuable resource to demanding 
new technologies involving living sys- 
tems. CEMS has a growing interest in 
these areas and has already made signifi- 
cant contributions to important de- 
veloping areas. 

in the deiign of process control and in 
improvement of the manufacturing pro- 
cess. The new research group now being 
formed by Lobban will apply principles 
of chemical reaction engineering and 
modem control theory to the optimiza- 

being examined in one current project 
is their use to oxygenate high-density 
cell cultures for fermentation technolo- 
gy. E. A. O'Rear leads CEMS's research 
in this area. 

PFCs are fluorinated organic com- 
pounds. They are chemically inert, 
non-toxic and good carriers of oxygen. 
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aqueous system, which causes two im- 
miscible phases to form, but which are 
both oredominantlv water. The same 
thermodynamic forces that cause the 
solution to form the two phases provide 
the driving force necessary to cause a 
distribution of biological molecules be- 
tween these phases in unequal quanti- 
ties. Although this phenomenon has 
been known and utilized for some time, i there is still no fundamental basis for 
designing such separations, and the un- 
derstanding of the thermodynamic be- 
havior is only now beginning to be 
studied. Our a ~ ~ r o a c h  is to carrv out 
experiments t i  hetermine the bihavior 
of specific biological molecules, proteins 
and enzvmes and to relate their be- 
havior to their measureable chemical 
physical properties in such a way that a 
predictive capability may be developed. 
This would~minimize the amount of 
testing and "intuition" that are now 
currently needed to accomplish these 
separations. Richard Mallinson heads 
CEMS research efforts in this area. 

ENERGY 
Some people think that the energy 

crisis is over. Chemical engineers know 
better. When the next "energy crisis" 
comes, CEMS plans to be among the 
leaders in energy-related research by 
maintaining an active program today. 

Depolymerization of Crosslinked 
Macromolecular Networks (with 
Applications to Coal Liquefaction) 

Modem composite materials consist 
of a crosslinked polymeric matrix sur- 
rounding reinforcing particles andlor 
fibers. Many factors are important in 
producing the strength of the compos- 
ites, including the integrity of the 
matrix. Coals have also been repre- 

I 
sented by crosslinked macromolecular 
networks, the degradation of which pro- 
vides the basisAior conversion to liquid 
fuels. In this research, a crosslinked 
polymeric network has been synthesized 
that can represent an ideal "model" for 
coal. %is network is thoroughly char- 
acterized and then thermally degraded 
under coal liquefaction conditions. The 
beakup of the network is followed by 
analysis of the insoluble and soluble ma- 
terials that result. The experiments al- 
low the development of a theoretical 

C model for the random degradation of 

--- 
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Prof: J e f i y  Hamell, standing, confers with graduate research assistant Ah Arshad, who is 
monitoring pressure through a core simulating an oil reservoir to check effectiveness of 
surfsctant quasiface plug formation and duration. Data accumulated h m  experiments with 
surfactant mixtures tested through a range of expected reservoir conditions will help to 
create an index for selection of efficient mixtures to suit particular reservoir profiles. 

such networks, whether coal or compos- 
ite matrices, which may be used to pre- 
dict the behavior of less well character- 
ized systems under similar degradation 
conditions. ..\ . 
Enhanced Oil Recovery 
Surfactant-Enhanced Waterflooding 

Despite the utility of waterflooding 
technology in oil production, the pro- 
cess generally leaves some 65 percent 
of the original oil in a formation un- 
produced, A major problem is the de- 
velopment of water channels between 
the injection and production wells. Sur- 
factant-enhanced waterflooding, a pro- 
cess developed in CEMS, is a novel way 
of increasing sweep efficiency by divert- 
ing injected water into the oil-rich por- 
tions of the reservoir. The basic idea of 
the new process is to use separately in- 
jected solutions of two different sur- 
factants. One of the surfactants has a 
greater chromatographic velocity in the 
formation. When the two surfactants 
mix i n  the reservoir, they undergo a 
c' 

spontaneous phase separation. By this 
mechanism, fluid flow through the most 
permeable region of the reservoir is re- 
duced, while high injectivity is main- 
tained. 

Surfactant Flooding 

After oil cannot be produced 
economically by waterflooding, one 
EOR option is surfactant flooding. In 
surfactant flooding, a detergent solution 
is introduced into the reservoir through 
an iniection well from which it flows 
toward a production well. The sur- 
factant reduces the interfacial tension 
between the flowine water and oil 
trapped in pores inihe rock by capillary 
forces, This oil is freed, permitting it to 
form an oil bank that can be produced. 

Research in CEMS is focused on 
solving some of the problems that have 
prevented surfactant-flooding technolo- 
gy from being economical. The major 
goal is to understand the fundamental 
processes of interest and to apply that 
knowledge to find solutions to specific 
problems. In surfactant flooding, de- 



tergent is lost by adsorption on miner- 
als, precipitation or phase trapping into 
residual oil. By judicious use of sur- 
factant mixtures, these mechanisms of 
loss can be reduced, lowering surfactant 
requirements of a flood and decreasing 
raw materials costs. For example, addi- 
tion of nonionic surfactant to an anion- 
ic surfactant reduces the tendency to 
precipitate. Addition of anionic sur- 
factant to nonionic surfactant reduces 
the tendency to partition into the re- 
sidual oil phase. Mixtures of anionic 
surfactants or mixtures of anionic and 
nonionic surfactants can exhibit lower 
adsorption than the pure surfactants in- 
volved. 

"Enhanced Oil Recovery by Surfactant- 
Enhanced Volumetric Sweep Efficiency," 
A. Arshad and J. H. Hanvell, SPE #14921. 

"Thermodynamics of Microemulsion Formation 
by Mixtures of Anionic and Nonionic Surfac- 
tants," 0. Haque and J. F. Scamehom, 1. Disper- 
sion Sci. Technol., 7, 129 (1986). 

"Surfactant Chromatographic Movement: An 
Experimental Study," J. H. Hanvell, R. S. 
Schechter, and W. H. Wade AIChE Journal, 31, 
415 (1985). 

"Thermodynamics of Adsorption of Surfactant 
Mixtures on Minerals," J. H. Hanvell, B. L. 
Roberts, and J. F. Scamehom, In Press. 

Heterogenous Catalysis 

Heterogeneous catalysts are used in 
numerous industrial reaction processes, 
and tremendous incentive exists for im- 
provements of catalysts and catalyst 
utilization, areas of special interest to 
CEMS's newest faculty member, Lance 
Lobban. Partial oxidation of olefins and 
other hydrocarbons are particularly im- 
portant for the production of liquid 
fuels and chemical feedstocks from sim- 
pler hydrocarbons. Currently, there is 
much interest in deriving novel tech- - 
niques for synthesizing conventional 
chemicals from unconventional feed- 
stocks or by unconventional processing. 
Experimental techniques to obtain local 
and average properties, and mathemati- 
cal tools to analvze the data, can help 
discriminate between possible reaction 
mechanisms by identifying elementary 
stem in the reaction process. These 
stuhies can identify factors limiting 
the catalyst performance, which can 
lead to improved process yields and 
selectivities. 

A major area of effort is in the de- 
velopment of catalysts that are both 

more active and more selective. Anoth- 
er possible alternative for enhanced 
chemical reaction is in the presence of 
an electric field. In collaboration with 
Richard Mallinson, Cedomir "Cheddyl' 
Sliepcevich has demonstrated that the 
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons can be 
accomplished in an electric field at es- 
sentially ambient temperatures and pres- 
sures to obtain alcohols and aldehydes 
in yields comparable to catalytic systems 
operating at elevated temperatures and 
pressures. 

"Kinetics and Mechanism of Moroccan Oil 
Shale Solubilization in Supercritical Toluene," 
M. Tahiri, C. M. Sliepcevich, and R. G. Mallin- 
son, Energy and Fuelj (Accepted for publication 
October 1987). 

"Methane Partial Oxidation in Alternating 
Electric Fields," R. G. Mallinson, C. M. Sliepce- 
vich, and S. Rusek, Am. Chem. Soc. Nat. Meet- 
ing, New Orleans, La., August 1997. 

"The Depolymerization of a Coal Model Poly- 
mer," I. Lee, C. M. Sliepcevich, and R. G. Mal- 
linson, Am. Chem. Soc. Nat. Meeting, New 
Orleans, La., August 1987. 

"Reaction Kinetics for Donor-Solvent Coal 
Liquefaction," R. G. Mallinson, R. A. Green- 
kom, and K. C. Chao, AIChE Annual Meeting, 
New York, N.Y., November 1986. 

"Structural Characterization/Correlation of 
Calorimetric Properties of Coal Fluids," K. E. 
Starling and R. G. Mallinson, Proc. U.S. D.O. E. 
Univ. Coal Prog. Gntractors' G n f  , Pittsburgh, 
Pa., July 14-16, 1986. 

Flame Dynamics 

The ability to predict hazardous zones 
for releases of flammable andlor toxic 
materials into the atmosphere under 
variable weather conditions and geo- 
graphical terrains continues to perplex 
those responsible for the design of acci- 
dent response systems and for the safety 
of the populace. For the past 25 years, 
C. M. Sliepcevich and his associates 
have delved into various facets of this 
problem. Although currently there are 
several sophisticated mathematical mod- 
els that in combination with reasonable 
engineering judgments are adequate for 
most practical situations, the incentive 
to develop even more precise models is 
to obtain a better fundamental under- 
standing of the dispersion process itself. 
Currently Sliepcevich is collaborating 
with Famk Civan in the petroleum en- 
gineering school in this work. 

Water is separated from triethylene glycol in a climbing film evaporator in the ChE Design 
Laboratory. Design lab course work provides realistic process design experience for seniors 
such as Mark Richards (foreground) and Monty Dolph. 



A bench-scale micellar-enhanced ultrafiltration cell operated by graduate research assistants 
Lori Brant (left) and Nancy Gullickson removes organics and metals fiom aqueous streams 
using single-species suhctants and surfactant mixtures. Results obtained from bench- and 
pilot-scale units promise extremely eficient low-energy surfactant-based separation 
techniques for wide industrial application. 

t 

For the past 30 years, the Flame 
Dynamics Laboratory under Sliepce- 
vich's direction has completed numer- 
ous projects related to fire research, in- 
cluding some 30 doctoral dissertations 
and a comparable number of master's 
theses. One subject area that is of par- 
ticular, current interest is the unifica- 
tion of ignition criteria with the burn- 
ing rates and surface-flame spread rates 
for solids. Most of the experimental 
data has been accumulated already. The 
problem now is to develop mathemati- 
cal models to describe the physical and 
chemical processes involved. The prob- 
lem is unusual in that three-dimen- 
sional, chemical kinetic parameters are 
involved. 

"Differential Quadrature for Multi-dimensional 
Problems," C. M. Sliepcevich and F. Civan, J. of 
Math. Anal. and Applic., 101, No. 2,  423443 
(1984). 

"Efficient Nurnerlcal Solution for Enthalpy 
Formulation of Conduction Heat Transfer with 
Phase Chang-Technical Note," C. M. Sliepce- 
vich and F. Civan, Inr. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 
27, No. 8, 1428-1430 (1984). 

"On the Solution of the Thomas-Fermi Equa- 
tion by Differential Quadrature-Technical 
Note," C. M. Sliepcevich and F. Civan, J. of 
Computational Phys., 56, No. 2, 343-348 
(1984). 

"Convenient Formulations for Convection/ 
Diffusion Transport," C. M. Sliepcevich and F. 
Civan, Chem. Engr. Sci., 40, No. 10, 1973- 
1974 (1985). 

"Application of Differential Quadrature to 
Solution of Pool Boiling in Cavities," C. M. 
Sliepcevich and F. Civan, Proc. of the Okla. 
Acad. of Sci., 65, 73-78 (1985). 



Distinguished European Presents 13th Annual Harry G. Fair Lecture 
Eli Ruckenstein, distinguished pro. 

fessor of chemical engineering at  the 
State University of New York at  Buffa- 
lo, presented the 1987 Harry G. Fair 
Lecture in April. The topic of Rucken- 
stein's presentation was "The Chemical 
Engineering of Surfactant Solutions. " 

Ruckenstein received his master's de- 
grees in chemical engineering in 1949 
and his doctorate in 1967 from the 
Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest, 
Romania, and was a professor there un- 
til 1969. While in Romania, Rucken- 
stein focused his scientific efforts in the 
area of heat and mass transfer. 

Ruckenstein came to the United 
States when he  was invited by the 

Technology. He served as professor at 
the University of Delaware Department 
of Chemical Engineering from 1970 to 
1973 before he joined the faculty at 
Buffalo, where he was promoted to his 
current position in 1981. Since coming 
to the United States, h e  has focused his 
research in the areas of catalysis, surface 
phenomena, colloids, emulsions and 
biocom~atible surfaces. 

For his research, Ruckenstein re- 
ceived three Romanian national awards 
as well as the Alpha Chi Sigma award 
for research in chemical engineering 
from the American Institute of Chemi- 
cal Engineers in 4977 and the Kendall 
Award of the American Societv in 1986 

National Science ~0undat ion.m serve as for his research in colloids and'surfaces. 
senior scientist at  Clarkson College of I I 
CEMS Master's Candidate 
Awarded Kodak Fellowship 

Raymond H. Floyd 11, a May 1988 
candidate for a master's decree in chem- 
ical engineering, has been selected by 
the Texas Eastman Co. as an Eastman 
Kodak Graduate Scholar in Chemical 
Engineering for 1987-88. The fellow- 
ship, awarded on the basis of academic 
merit, provides a $12,000 grant to 
Floyd for completion of his project 
involving recoverv of surfactant and 
solute from solubilized surfactant 
solutions. 

Flovd, who received his bachelor's 
degree in chemical engineering from 
O U  in 1986, received bachelor's degrees 
in both biochemistry and chemistry in 
1969 at California Polytechnic State 
University at San Luis Obispo. 

Before comine to O U  to studv chemi- " 
cal engineering, Floyd worked three 
years for Mobil Corp. in Los Angeles 

as a quality-control chemist, first-line 
supervisor and foreman. 

In 1975, Floyd bought a service sta- 
tion, which he operated for the next 
seven years. As a successful business op- 
erator, Floyd was able to pursue a pilot's 
license and bought a Cessna 210. He 
and his wife, Karen, and their three 
children toured the United States bv 
motor home before moving to 0klaho- - 
ma so Floyd could pursue degrees in 
chemical engineering. 

Floyd and his wife, a teacher at Wil- 
lowview Hospital in Oklahoma City, 
have manv familv ties to southeastern 
~ k l a h o m a  and rLturned to the area be- 
cause of an appreciation of the pace and 
lifestyle the state offers. Floyd would 
like to remain in the area after com~le -  
tion of his graduate education, he said. 

Seminar Series 1986-8 7 
The CEMs seminar series and special 

lectures presented in 198687  brought 
professional insight into various aspects 
of careers open to chemical engineers. 

Seminars included "Rheological Be- 
havior of Polymeric Liquid Crystals by 
Arthur Metzner, University of Dela- 
ware; "Film Thickness Distribution for 
Gas-Liquid Annular Flow in a Horizon- 
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tal Pipe" by Paul Jepson, Heriot-Watt 
University; "Knudsen Region Molecular 
Flow Through Porous Media of Finite 
Thickness" by Timothy Faley, Universi- 
ty of Notre Dame; "Spatially Nonuni- 
form States of Catalytically Reacting 
Systems" by Lance Lobban, University 
of Houston; "Equations of State of Polar 
Fluids" by Kwang-Chu Chao, Purdue 
University; "In Situ Capacitance Stud- 

Polly Dvorak, tabL,, ,,L.,L,L, ,...,..,usn 
by Pro6 Ed O'Rear, retired in August to 
travel and enjoy her family. A t  a reception 
in her honor, faculty, staff and students 
presented her with a set o f  luggage in 
appreciation o f  the service she gave through 
the years. Bon voyage, Polly! 

ies of Thin Polymer Films During Com- 
pressed Fluid Extractions" by David 
Ziger, AT&T Engineering Center at 
Princeton, N.].; and "Miscibility and 
Properties of Blends of Poly(Styrene-B- 
Ethylene-Co-Butylene-B-Styrene) 
Copolymers with Dissimilar 
Homopolymers" by Pamela Tucker, 
University of Texas at Austin. 
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fessor of chemical engineering at the 
State University of New York at Buffa- 
lo, presented the 1987 Harry G. Fair 
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stein's presentation was "The Chemical 
Engineering of Surfactant Solutions." 

Ruckenstein received his master's de- 
grees in chemical engineering in 1949 
and his doctorate in 1967 from the 
Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest, 
Romania, and was a professor there un- 
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CEMS Master's Candidate 
Awarded Kodak Fellowship 

Raymond H. Floyd 11, a May 1988 
candidate for a master's degree in chem- 
ical engineering, has been selected by 
the Texas Eastman Co. as an Eastman 
Kodak Graduate Scholar in Chemical 
Engineering for 198748. The fellow- 
ship, awarded on the basis of academic 
merit, provides a $12,000 grant to 
Floyd for completion of his project 
involving recovery of surfactant and 
solute from solubilized surfactant 
solutions. 

Flovd, who received his bachelor's 
degree in chemical engineering from 
OU in 1986, received bachelor's degrees 
in both biochemistry and chemistry in 
1969 at California Polytechnic State 
University at San Luis Obispo. 

Before coming to OU to study chemi- 
cal engineering, Floyd worked three 
years for Mobil Corp. in Los Angeles 

as a quality-control chemist, first-line 
supervisor and foreman. 

In 1975, Floyd bought a seryice sta- 
tion, which he operated for the next 
seven years. As a successful business op- 
erator, Floyd was able to pursue a pilot's 
license and bought a Cessna 210. He 
and his wife, Karen, and their three 
children toured the United States by 
motor home before moving to Oklaho- 
ma so Floyd could pursue degrees in 
chemical engineering. 

Flovd and his wife, a teacher at Wil- 
lowview Hospital in Oklahoma City, 
have many family ties to southeastern 
Oklahoma and returned to the area be- 
cause of an appreciation of the pace and 
lifestyle the state offers. Floyd would 
like to remain in the area after comple- 
tion of his graduate education, he said. 

by Prof Ed O'Rear, retired in August to 
travel and enjoy her family. At a reception 
in her honor, faculty, staff and students 
presented her with a set of  luggage m 
appreciation of the service she gave through - 
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The CEMs seminar series and special 
lectures presented in 1986-87 brought 
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Seminars included "Rheological Be- 
. havior of Polymeric Liquid Crystals by 

Arthur Metzner, University of Dela- 
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Gas-Liquid Annular Flow in a Horizon- 
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tal Pipe" by Paul Jepson, Heriot-Watt 
University; "Knudsen Region Molecular 
Flow Through Porous Media of Finite 
Thickness" by Timothy Faley, Universi- 
ty of Notre Dame; "Spatially Nonuni- 
form States of Catalytically Reacting 
Systems" by Lance Lobban, University 
of Houston; "Equations of State of Polar 
Fluids" by Kwang-Chu Chao, Purdue 
University; "In Situ Capacitance Stud- 

ies of Thin Polymer Films During Com- 
pressed Fluid Extractions" by David 
Ziger, AT&T Engineering Center at 
Princeton, N.J.; and "Miscibility and 
Properties of Blends of Poly(Styrene-B- 
Ethylene-Co-Butylene-&Styrene) 
Copolymers with Dissimilar 
Homopolyrners" by Pamela Tucker, 
University of Texas at Austin. 



Program of Excellence Scholarships and 
Achievement Awards 1987-88 

CEMS continues to maintain a large 
number of superior students receiving 
scholarships and academic achievement 
awards. These chemical engineering 
scholars are frequently supported by 
competitive college, universitywide and 
private foundation programs as well as 
by CEMS's own Program of Excellence. 
The 1987-88 Program of Excellence 
class is populated with students with 
4.0 GPAs and composite ACT scores 
averaging in the 30s. 

The school and sponsoring companies 
recognize superior achievement in the 
challenging chemical engineering cur- 
riculum through awards given each aca- 
demic year. In spring 1987, senior 
achievement award recipients were Bar- 
ry Penney, who received two awards, 
the Phillips Award for outstanding sen- 
ior and the Robert Vaughn Award for 
outstanding undergraduate research; 
Brad Harris, who received the Amer- 
ican Institute of Chemists Award; and 
Astrid Bottomley, who won the Pamela 
Pesek Johnson Award for outstanding 
senior in process design. Astrid also re- 
ceived the $800 F. Mark Townsend 
Scholarship for 1986-87 for outstanding 
academic achievement and involvement 
in extracurricular activities. 

Marilyn Grass received the Dow Out- 
standing Junior Award, and Edward 
Jones, the American Institute of Chem- 
ical Engineers Award to an outstanding 
junior. Maurice Lampl received the 
CEMS Outstanding Sophomore Award. 

CEMS continues to offer valuable 
practical research experience and addi- 
tional scholarship support to undergrad- 
uate students through its program of re- 
search scholarships. Susan Howard was 
selected for a summer 1986 scholarship. 
Students participating during fall 1986 
were Stephen Heimbach, Edward Jones, 
Tim Melton and Mark Richards. Spring 

Engineering Award provided by Dow Chemical U. S. A. Presenting the award to Grass is L. J. 
"Larry" Burmeier (right), manager o f  training and development fbr Dow Chemical, Freeport, 
Texas, and CEMS Director Raymond Daniels. Grass more recently received a $1,000 Society o f  
Women Engineers scholarship for 1987-88, sponsored by  United Technologies. 

1987 research scholarships were awarded Chevron Leslie Davidson 
to Hans Christain, Edward Jones, Burt Terry Kendrick Mark Dawkins 
Lampl, Barry Penney and Steven Shi- Kevin J. McKeown James Hickey 
moda. Laymon Moates Paul Pfeffer 

Support for Program of Excellence Conoco Procter and Gamble 
scholars is made possible by conqibu- Christopher Canfield Lance Gibson 
tions from Atlantic Richfield Co., Hans Christain Derek Gregory 
Celanese Chemical Co., Cities Services Dow Chemical Jill Hall 
Co., Chevron, Conoco, Inc., Dow Marilyn Grass Murray Hamilton 
Chemical Co., Mobil Oil, Phillips Pe- Mobil Oil Rebecca Holland 
troleum Co., Procter & Gamble, Shell Cynthia Estep Steven Shimoda 
Oil and the OkChE Alumni Support Maurice Lamp1 Shell Oil 
Group. Vanessa Ong Matthew Roberts 

Program of Excellence Scholars for Mark Porter OkChE Alumni 
1987-898 are: Monsanto Chemical Michelle Frazier 

Atlantic Richfield 
Jana Armstrong 
Celanese Chemical 
Katricia Louthan 

cities services Cheveil Bush Nora Melton 
Brett Baker Tracy Byford Jason Proctor 
~ ~ l l ~  ~~~~~~~b~ Phillips Petroleum Kristy Sells 

Tom Burghart Julie Sheffield 
Khoa Dao 

Outstanding Paper Presentation Recognized by AOCS 
CEMS Professor John F. Scamehom 

and recent OU graduate Kevin L. Stell- 
ner (Ph.D. '87) have been given the 
1987 Award of the American Oil 
Chemists Society for Outstanding Paper 
Presentation for the paper, "Precipita- 

tion of AnionicICationic Surfactant 
Mixtures," which was recently pre- 
sented at the society's annual meeting 
in New Orleans. Stellner has since been 
employed at Lever Brothers in Edge- 
water, N.J. 

The award not only honors the co- 
authors for the content of the paper, 
AOCS Executive Director James Lyon 
said, "But more important, it is a 
recognition of superior presentation and 
the importance of effective scientific 
communication. " 
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New Alumni 1986-87 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Bita Rakhshanfar 
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1 Thomas Richardson 

Astrid Bottomley 
Lori Walker Brant 
Randall Busky 
Jerry Chenoweth 
Carl Ellett 
Michael Essien 
James Ferguson 
Darin Fields 
Adam Ganz 
David Gieber 
Bradley Harris 
Ronda Huffines 
Joe Jayroe 
Billy Jones 
Bradley Lowery 
David McIver 
Susan Millsap 
Scott Nesbit 
Barry Penney 

Alumni Notes I 

Sun Sasongko 
Iyad Shanaa 
Gary Simmons 
David Sowards 
Steven Statham 
Ahmadali Tabatabai 
Jon Warzel 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Douglas McClure 
Samuel Okorozo 
Tesilimi Sanusi - 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

David Baugh 
Geoffrey Chappell 

Robert Dunn, Jr. 
Chris Grout 
K. M. Narasimhan 
James Rathman 
Thomas Reid, Jr. 
Sadasivan Shankar 
Kevin Stellner 
Kalyanaraman Subramanian 
Sumner Tison 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Haresh Harpalani 
Aneesh Sadarangani 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

Su Lin 
Kiran Sheth 
Kevin Stellner 

John M. Campbell (PhD '51), former 
chair of OU's School of Petroleum Engineer- 
ing, has been named the 1987 recipient of 
the Gas Processor's Association Hanlon 
Award for service and contributions to the 
industry. It is the highest honor conferred 
by the Tulsa-based group. Now retired, he 
pioneered the development of commercial 
glycol hydration systems. 

William A. Kennedy (BSChE '66), presi- 
dent of Oklahoma City-based Corken In- 
ternational, a specialty manufacturer of 
pumps and compressors for the liquefied pe- 
troleum gas industry, must be proud of the 
company, which went public in March. 
Corken has posted profits every quarter since 
1945, making it one of Oklahoma's most 
successful firms. 

At  the spring AIChE meeting in Hous- 
ton, Norman Carnahan (PhD '71) co- 
chaired a session in honor of the late Tom 
Leland. Also participating was Ali Mansoori 
(PhD '69), a professor at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago Circle, who presented a 
paper. 

John R. Hallman (PhD '71) has been 
appointed vice-president and academic dean 
of Spring Garden College in Philadelphia af- 
ter serving as both associate and acting aca- 
demic dean. Hallman has published more 
than 30 technical papers and articles and 
has achieved international recognition by 
virtue of his unique work on surface reflect- 
ance and absorptance characteristics of ma- 
terials. Last summer, he and his wife, Flor- 

ence, flew to England and visited museums, 
colleges, Herrod's, the Tower of London and 
Westminster Abbey, among other sites. One 
stop included two days at Gilwell Scout 
Camp to teach 800 Cub Scouts about Amer- 
ican lndian history and dances. 

Mao Sup Han (PhD '72) recently moved 
to C.E. Lummus in Houston. He attended 
the Gas Processors Association annual con- 
vention in March along with other OU 
alums Ed Lindenberg (BSME '48)' Charles 
Perry (BSChE '51), Allen Blancett (BSChE 
'61, MSChE '62, PhD '66) and Bill Wood- 
ard (BSChE '67, MSChE '71, PhD '73) and 
OkChE board member David P. Kurtz. 

Mike Smith (BSChE '79) is finishing a 
residency in orthopedic surgery at the Uni- 
versity of Michigan. He completed the pre- 
med undergraduate program in Norman and 
then attended medical school at the OU 
Health Science Center. 

Ngoc Chau Thai (BSChE '79) has joined 
Con Edison in New York as a system an- 
alyst. He operates a nuclear reactor sim- 
ulator that utilizes her engineering and pro- 
gramming skills. 

Lester Landis (BSChE '82 MSChE '84, 
PhD '85) and his wife, Debra Wotring 
Landis (BA '82, JD '85), have moved into a 
new home in the Rice Medical Center area 
of Houston. Lester works at Exxon Produc- 
tion Research while Debra, a former UOSA 
president, is employed with a prestigious law 
firm. 

Alumnus Lowry Blakebum (BSChE '83, 
MSChE '85) of Conoco's Ponca City refin- 

ery attended the spring national meeting of 
the American Chemical Society in Denver. 
He presented a paper on surfactant- 
enhanced carbon regeneration, which was 
the basis of his thesis work at OU. 

Now in Merrimack Valley in North An- 
dover, Mass., Sharon Potter (BSChE '83) 
conducts failure mode analysis on hybrid in- 
tegrated circuits with AT&T. She has taken 
up snow skiing in New Hampshire and has 
bought a 200-year-old colonial house, which 
she is fixing up with a friend. 

Both Kevin Clary (BSChE '85) and War- 
ren Becraft (BSChE '85) are attending 
graduate school at the University of Queens- 
land in Australia. Each made trips home 
from the summer "down under" for 
Christmas. 

Stig Peitersen (BSChE '85) and his wife, 
Cristina, celebrated the birth of a baby 
daughter, Annika Anne, in December. Af- 
ter finishing the pre-med program in chemi- 
cal engineering, Stig entered medical school 
at OUHSC where he is continuing his stud- 
ies. 

Alumni Danell Wright (BSChE '85) and 
Kevin Sneed (BSChE '85) were married last 
November in Tulsa. The newlyweds live in 
Houston where Kevin is studying for his 
MBA at the University of Houston and 
Danell is employed with Conoco. Classmate 
Dru Ann Preston McElreath (BSChE '85)' 
a member of the wedding party, is continu- 
ing her education as she works toward a 
PhD in biology at the University of Dallas. 


